Colour,

Form a circle with pointer finger and thumb. Slide fingertips along your other extended pointer finger, twice.

red,

With pointer finger extended from fist, pointing upwards; form a small circle over lower lip with fingertip.

yellow,

With pointer finger and thumb touching at tips, other fingers spread, place hand at temple and swivel hand forward twice.

pink,

Brush pointer finger backwards on cheek, with palm facing forward.

orange,

Bunched hand opens and closes near mouth, as if squeezing

blue,

Stroke fingers of fist forward along side of face.

black,

Form a circle with pointer finger and thumb at neck, other fingers extended, rock hand forward twice.

white,

Rub back of wrist back and forth with fingertips twice.

green,

Start with hand flat, blade of little finger resting on wrist of other hand. Slide blade of little finger along arm to elbow.
brown,

Hold hand with fingers and thumb spread, palm toward chin. In front of mouth, move the fingers together as the hand moves out and down from face.

grey

With hand flat, palm toward face, thumb extended, form a small circle on cheek with fingertips.